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Talk overview

• Intro to space weather

– What is it?

– Why is it a hazard?

• Research into effects on grounded infrastructure

• Forecasting and space weather services at BGS

• Summary



What is Space weather?

“Space Weather” is a term to 
describe the variability in 
conditions in the near-Earth space 
environment.
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Recognising the Risk
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• Formally recognised 
on the National Risk 
Register in Jan 2012

Challenges:

• Global

• Interdependence of 
potential impacts

• Very little warning

• Uncertainty about 
reasonable worst 
case scenario



Solar wind
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• Continuous stream of charged particles from the Sun

• Varies in density, speed and temperature and contains entrained solar magnetic field

• This Solar wind hits the Earth’s magnetic field and interacts with it



What causes disturbances?

• Two main sources:

– Coronal holes

– Coronal mass ejections
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Coronal holes

• High speed solar wind stream

• Typical velocity ~750 km/s (compared 
to ~400km/s normally)
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Coronal mass ejections
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• Release large quantities of plasma and magnetic field into space



Coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
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• Usually associated with solar flares or filament eruptions

Filament Eruption (SDO/NASA)
X1.9 class flare 3rd Nov 2011 Filament eruption

Both images from SDO/NASA



Geomagnetic storm! 
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Not to scale!!



Geomagnetic signature
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• Magnetic field we measure is from a combination of sources 

• “External field” is relatively small, but high frequency

• On disturbed days the variations due to space weather become larger and much 
more variable
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Big magnetic storms

• Largest recorded event is the ‘Carrington storm’ in September 1859

• There were reports of aurora sightings as far south as Cuba and Hawaii

• Telegraph systems sparked and failed and even started fires



What hazard does that pose?
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• Not a hazard to humans directly 

• During a geomagnetic storm an electric field can 
be induced in the ground

• This causes currents to flow in ground-based 
infrastructure, including:

– Power networks

– Pipelines

– Railways

– Communication cables



Research
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Geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) in power 
networks
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varying electrical current in ionosphere due to magnetic storms

induced electric field

varying magnetic field

GIC

GICGIC



Modelling GIC
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• Continuous measurements of magnetic fields at 3 UK 
(and 6 overseas) observatories 

• Several variometers (School’s magnetometer project 
and SWIGS)

•
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Modelling GIC
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• Model the conductivity structure of the UK based on 
1:625000 map of bedrock geology
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Modelling GIC
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• ‘Thin Sheet’ modelling used to convert 
magnetic field changes to electric field induced 
in the ground
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Modelling GIC
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• Model of the UK power transmission network
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Modelling GIC
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• Modelled electric field combined with the 
network model to calculate GIC at each 
substation and in the power lines
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Pipelines
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• Induced electric fields due to space 
weather also affect gas transmission 
pipeline networks

– Pipelines are buried and prone to 
corrosion

– Difference in potential between 
ground and pipe needs to be 
maintained at a specific level to 
prevent corrosion

• Modelling process very similar to GIC Rosemary Oakeshott - Gas pipeline internment
CC BY-SA 2.0



Modelling Pipe-to-soil Potentials
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Space weather 
forecasting & services
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Monitoring the Sun

• Now have several satellites 
continuously monitoring the Sun 
(e.g. SOHO, SDO, DSCOVR, 
GOES)

• And several 24/7 operational 
space weather centres (e.g. Met 
Office in the UK) 

• Forecasting Space weather



Monitoring the Sun
• Ever growing suite of data and 

models available in near-real-time

FORECASTING SPACE WEATHER



Problems in forecasting

• Limited data:

– Almost all data sources are either at Earth or 
on the Sun-Earth line

• Fast CMEs:

– Generally the most damaging CMEs are also 
the fastest, so provide the least warning

• Forecasts:

– Currently most data forecasts are only 
accurate up to around an hour ahead
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Space weather forecasts
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• 3-day ahead space weather forecast

– tinyurl.com/BGSforc

– @BGSSpaceWeather



Space weather forecasts
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• 3-day ahead space weather forecast

– tinyurl.com/BGSforc

– @BGSSpaceWeather

– Alert service 
@BGSAuroraAlert



Space weather operations
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• Real-time monitoring of GIC for National Grid

• Met Office partnership

• ESA SWE portal

• We provide:

• Observatory data

• Geomagnetic indices

• Index forecasts
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tinyurl.com/BGSSWx
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Summary

• Space weather can have wide-ranging impacts on technology

• Affects are global and affect many technologies at once

• Models of the geoelectric field, Induced Currents and Pipe-to-soil potentials are 
helping us understand and mitigate the risk

• Forecasting space weather is key to reducing the impacts 

– Improving all the time

– But there are still challenges



Any questions?

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
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